
Rack power dissipation and heat removal
In order to assess the real rack
power consumption, the
following test has been carried
out:
• No power on the blades
• Top fans working on

maximum speed in each shelf
Pd – power delivered = 3.5 kW
Qr – heat removed = 2.3 kW
Pm – air mechanical power = Pd – Qr = 1.2 kW

ØTotal power dissipated in the rack = Electrical power delivered – 1.2 kW
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Introduction
In order to meet the DAQ and Trigger requirements of new ATCA based racks [1], which are to be installed in the actual underground counting rooms for the ATLAS phase II upgrades, a project dedicated to study the impact of
taller racks integration was launched analysing its cooling performance and the impact of its integration on the general infrastructures.
The most valuable aspect in the underground areas is space – which due to the nature of the location is limited and its expansion is technically impossible. Thus, investigation of integrating the taller racks being able to house more
equipment in the underground counting rooms was in need. In order to do that, a 63U prototype rack was ordered, installed in a lab and equipped with three ATCA shelves – each of the shelves can house up to 14 blades. The
target max power dissipation foreseen is 450 W per blade, thus the total power dissipated by the rack including the required internal fan power, can easily exceed 20 kW. This high power dissipation called for assessment of the
new taller rack equipped with three stocked open bottom to top airflow ATCA crates cooling capabilities.
Standard 52U rack with 2 ATCA shelves creates noise up to 102 dB(A), additional shelf can only increase the noise. Thus, part of this project was dedicated to study of soundproofing, and its impact on the cooling performance [2].

Rack setup
The new 63U prototype rack has been equipped with:
• Standard LHC rack vertical cooling tower – turbine unit, side

panels and air deflector
• Three ATCA shelves with open bottom to top airflow
• Three new design 2U heat exchangers
• Two 3U Power supply units, each capable of providing up to 14.5

kW of electrical power
• Soundproofing material installed on front side panels, rear and

front door
• 5 air velocity sensors - UAS1000 [3]
• 20 temperature sensors – PT100 [4]
A new dedicated chiller was bought and installed near the test setup
to provide water flow for the rack – max. cooling power = 25 kW
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Load blades
• ASIS load blade [5] – equipped with 6

temperature sensors and being able to
dissipate up to 600 W

• Comtel load blade (old type) [6] –
equipped with 6 embedded temperature
sensors, 6 air temperature sensors and
being able to dissipate up to 350 W
together with RTM

• Comtel load blade (new type) – not
equipped with any sensors nor with any
interface for communication and being
able to dissipate up to 800 W

The tests were carried out in the following configuration:
52U (not soundproofed): ATCA 1 (bottom) – 14x400 W on ASIS LB
ATCA 2 (top) – 14x350 W on old type Comtel LB
63U (soundproofed): ATCA 1 (bottom) – 14x400 W on ASIS LB
ATCA 2 (middle) – 14x400 W on new type Comtel LB
ATCA 3 (top) – 14x350 W on old type Comtel LB

Turbine– 4U

ATCA 2 – 14U

Air Deflector – 2U

2 Heat exchangers -2U

ATCA 1 – 14U

Power supply 1 – 3U
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52U rack layout

ATLAS Phase II upgrade
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63U prototype rack layout

Integration challenge
• Only 44 cm difference between rack and ceiling height – additionally decreased by piping and

ventilation shafts
• Weight of the new 63U equipped rack (excluding boards) around 500 kg – load distribution on the

Counting room level 2 support frame needs to be carefully planned
• Current infrastructures such as HVAC and cabling in the Counting rooms which are adapted for 52U

racks, will need to be modified during the installation
• Due to the enormous amount of noise generated by the ATCA shelves, soundproofing walls separating

the part of the Counting rooms in which the new racks will be installed, are being investigated as a
measure to contain the hazardous work environment.
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52U vs 63U - cooling comparison
14x400 W ASIS LB

52U 63U 50

Average max T

52U 63U

49.1°C 54°C

The average maximum T difference of 5° is not negligible.
Nevertheless the cooling performance of the 63U rack is acceptable.

Soundproofing and its impact on cooling
Since the ATCA fans working on maximum speed generate noise
exceeding 100 dB(A), a soundproofing material had to be installed on
the level of the rack. Due to the fact that the mounted material
reduces air corridor gap by 28 mm out of 65 mm, its impact on
cooling performance had to be checked.
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14x350 W Comtel LB (top)
14x450 W ASIS LB (bot)

Without soundproofing With soundproofing 50

Average max T

WOS WS

49.2°C 51.8°C

Conclusions
Pros:
• Reduced cable length due to higher crate concentration
• Saves 33% space in the Counting rooms
• More ATCA shelves can be installed in the Detector

proximity

Cons:
• Some infrastructures need to be modified
• Big mass – approx. 500 kg equipped rack
• Demanding in terms of water flow
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Thermal tests – cooling water influence
The flow and temperature of the cooling
water have significant impact on the
cooling performance of the rack.
Currently maximum water flow available
in the Counting rooms is 1.8 m3/h, with
15 °C temperature. If this parameters
could be modified – i.e. decreasing flow
in less powered rack in order to increase
it in the one with bigger load, the
temperature difference on the boards
would be significant.

Noise measurements
Pos. 1

Door open
[dB(A)]

Pos. 1
Door closed

[dB(A)]

Pos. 2
[dB(A)]

Av. max T
on ASIS
LB [°C]

Av. max T
on Comtel

LB [°C]

Without soundproofing 102.8 90 87.5 49.2 53.1

With soundproofing 86.3 84 51.8 49.4

Difference -3.7 -3.5 2.6 -3.7

52U rack noise measurements [2]

Heat removal from 63U rack

Rack total power
20.5 [kW] Water flow 3m3/h Water flow 1.8m3/h

(same as in USA15)

Water ∆T 4.9°C 7.9°C

Power removed 17.07kW 16.51kW

% of the total power 83% 80%
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Heat dissipated by fans

Water inlet T Water outlet T Delta T

Fans switched off

Av. ΔT: 1.1°

Heat removed: Q= 2.3 kW
Av. ΔT: 0°

Cross-shelf dependency
Due to the fact that the vertically
cooled rack, operates on a closed
air loop, the behavior of one shelf
has an impact on the others. For
example, to avoid frequent fan
trays failures, fans of all crates
should always operate at the same
speed. In this way each fan tray is
working in the same conditions,
providing constant air flow through
the same air resistance.

Fans speed
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Different water flow comparison
– ASIS LB 14x400 W

3 [qm/h] 2.4 [qm/h] 1.8 [qm/h] 503 [m3/h] 2.4 [m3/h] 1.8 [m3/h]

Comtel load blade (old type)

Surface
exchange

area

415

Surface
exchange

area

2U HX

• Dimensions optimized to the ATCA shelf
size

• Flow 1 m3/h
• Water inlet T 15 °C
• Max cooling capacity of 7.9 kW

1U HX

• 34% of unused heat exchange surface
area

• Flow 0.8 m3/h
• Water inlet T 15 °C
• Max cooling capacity of 3.8 kW

ATLAS Phase
II upgrade

New heat exchangers

WS – With Soundproofing, WOS- Without Soundproofing

Average max T

3 [m3/h] 2.4 [m3/h] 1.8 [m3/h]

53.1°C 55.5°C 57.2°C

50° - T target

50° - T target

50° - T target

Fan stress


